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HAPPY NEW· YEAR 
"FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION" 
VOL. VLII, No. 12 RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE Wednesday, December 16, 1970 
lD~~~~ p,e~a~!~2~ow-1~ertai~!~at RIC Refuses Attorney 
ented, in a two part lecture, the men" on its summit. must be adhered to ff we are to 
noted author of science books The story" was bought for survive: 
(both fiction nd non-fiction), thrity dollars •(which Dr. Asimov 1. The problem must be recog-
Dr. Isaac Asimov. The first part, spent on a dinner date with the nized and we must become con-
held in the afternoon, was to be young editor) and put aside for vinced that the solution rests 
a lecture on "Some Aspects of the next publication. During the only with us, not with some 
Science Fiction", while the sec- interim, however, a certain man supreme power. 
ond part, held that evening, was by the name of Edmund Hillary 2. A policy of worldliness must 
a talk on "The Human Side of went and climbed the mountain be abandoned as man must now 
the Numbers Game." this leaving the magazine with a become the central concern of 
The afternoon lecture was problem; they now had a pre- our lives. 
actually more of an informal paid story focused on a premise 3. The birth rate must be low-
chat than anything else. It pres- that had already been disproved. ered considerably. Involved with 
ented Dr. Asimov beautifully de- The magazine went ahead and this is a changing of the world's 
livering the many anecdotes one printed it ..anyway, thus making views on sex (liberal abortion 
might be expected to accumu- the good doctor one of the few laws, change of policy of the 
late over an illustrious career to make a prediction which had Church, and the discouragement 
such as his. He first spoke of already been disproved. of the idea that motherhood is 
just what a science fiction writer The evening portion of Dr. both good and a necessity). 
.was, using examples su<:h • as Asimov's two-part appearance 4. World-wed cooperation is 
"Buck Rogers and Flash Gor- concerned itself with numbers necessary in order for survival, 
dan", which were very bad be- and, more specifically, over-popu- as a type of world government 
cause they were highly unscienti- lation although it was in fact ·must be formed in order to solve 
fie. "Today, however," he noted,· a lecture, the presentation was the pressing problems. 
"people are much smarter. They instead in the form of a warning: Further, Dr. Asimov added 
say, Oh Yea! You mean like if we do not take immediate and that growth in itself is no longer 
"The Creature from the Black drastic action to control over- desirable, and declared that the 
Lagoon, No! No! Like Buck population and environmental standard of living may have to 
Rogers and Flash Gorden." pollution, mankinds future, if be lowered a little now so as to 
He also related the story where any, will be so bleak that it may avoid having to lower it much 
he, while using his persuasive not be worth waiting for. Citing more later. His presentation 
charms, was tricked into writing the shocking fact that the earth's was, in my opinio-;'.;, an eloquent 
a story for a female editor of a population will double in the 35 and emotional plea for a cause 
science fiction magazine. (Actu- years if the present birth rate that must be undertaken before 
ally, the brilliant doctor had said is maintained, he went on to it is too late. 
that he could write a story right state that earth's once limitless 
there on the spot. Unfortunately, capabilities to support life are 
the young lady took him up on already being passed, meaning 
his offer.) The story was called, that earth can no longer continue 
"Everest", and concerned itself to absorb the punishment and 
with the idea tlui.t Everest could poisons unleashed on it. 
not be climbed, as there were He concluded his talk by out-
Isaac Asimov 
Tryouts for 
Shakespeare's play THE TEM-
PEST is scheduled as the fifth 
major production in the current 
RIC Theatre season, and tryouts 
{or the play will be held in 
•Roberts Theatre, Monday and 
Tuesday, January 4 and 5 from 
4 to 7 p.m. (with callbacks from 
.~ to 4 p.m. Wednesday, January 
6). 
l):r,:1 I:I~tchi?son, the. direct.or of 
The Temp-est 
the production, has announced 
that there are roles in the play 
· for at least 16 men and 11 wom-
en and all intrested students are 
in;ited to audit_ion. Those audi-
tioning will be given the oppor-
tunity to present brief readings 
of their own choosing; in addi-
tion, the women especially should 
come prepared to sing and/or 
dance. 
RIC Ski Club and 
Judo Classes 
l?Y Thom Proulx 
The RIC ski club held its first 
meeting on Dec. 8, at 1:00 p.m. 
The President and Vice-President 
Davis Delsesto and Buddy Cona-
vale, began by discussing the 
trips that were planned for the 
winter. There was talk of a trip 
up to N. Conway, N.H. on the 
28th and 29th of this month. The 
club also plans on holding a trip 
up north over the spring vacation 
plus a number of day trips to 
nearby areas. Anyone interested 
in the trip to N. H. this month 
can contact Mr. Delsesto by the 
student mailbox. 
The club also -hopes to spon-
sor some ski movies. Patches 
bearing the letters R.I.C. can also 
be purchased. 
During the last semester, a 
judo class was held in which ap-
proximately 15 students took 
part. The class was · such a suc-
cess that there are plans to re-
peat the course. The course will 
be split into two parts; one for 
beginers and one for inter-
mediates. The instructor in this 
course has a second _degree black 
belt. The course's basic aim is 
to teach basic throws and self-
defence methods. The tentative 
time set for the course is on 
Tuesday and Thursday with 7 :00-
8 :00 for inter. and 8:00-9:00 for 
beginners. 
In these trying times, this 
course can prove most useful to 
men and women alike. For in-
formation, see John Taylor in 
Walsh Gym. 
The Academic Standing Com-
mittee met last Monday, Decem-
ber 14, 1970, in the new board 
room in the new wing of Robert's 
Hall. They met to discuss an 
appeal by Raymond Dempsey, 
one which, I might add, has been 
in processing for two years. , 
The appeal was in regard to 
an " ... unjustified 'F' ... " as 
termed by Mr. Dempsey. The 
grade was given to him by Dr. 
Carl Stenberg in an American 
Literature course taken two 
years ago. The process of appeal 
is not uncommon, but Mr. Demp-
sey wanted to point out that 
when he appeared for his hear-
ing, Mr. Cross, the secretary of 
this committee, said, "We'll con-
sider your .case today, with you 
or without you ... we'd rather 
that your attorney not accom-
pany you." (These quotes were 
taken by Mr. Dempsey and not 
, 
myself.) When I called Vice 
Pres. Hardy and desired informa-
tion about this matter, he said 
that the out-come of the com-
mittee could only be released by 
Mr. Dempsey himself and that 
the reason that Mr. Malinou (the 
afore mentioned attorney) was 
asked not to attend was that in 
this type of situation, the college 
looks upon this as an "internal 
affair and if Ray is represented 
then so must we be represented." 
(Hardy). Later, in ?nother call, 
it was termed, "It's not a legal 
proceedure." (Willard). 
When I asked Ray what he 
thought, he said, "I don't know 
what they're afraid of." Perhaps 
it would be advisable for all stu-
dents in a similar situation to 
contact Mr. Dempsey and find 
out what happened and what he 
thinks about the results. 
Faculty Center Opened 
by Dee Tomasso 
On Wednesday, December 9th, 
open house was held to allow 
factulty and students alike to 
visit, the newly-completed RIC 
Faculty Center. 
The $254,000. building, having 
a total area of 8,036 square feet, 
contains a large, main dining 
room capable of accommodating 
200 persons, as well as a smaller, 
formal dining area, suitable for 
occupancy by twenty-five per-
sons, Also provided are a spaci-
ouse recreation area and a sunk-
en conversation area, both on the 
lower level, and a reading room 
on the upper level. Office and 
service facilities are also provid-
ed. Because of the building's 
proximity to Donovan Dining 
Center, the kitchen facilities 
there will also serve the Faculty 
Center. 
Designed by Baker and Conlon 
Architects of East Providence 
the building is fashioned around 
an open Japanese garden. Con-
structed by 0. Ahlborg & Sons of 
Cranston, it is built of a solid, 
cast-in-place, brush-hammered 
Internship · Programs 
On State and 
National Levels 
The Senator Pell and Con-
gressman Tiernan. Internship 
Programs are to go forward this 
academic year on the same basis 
as in the past. Under the aus-
pices of both, a number of under-
graduates from the various col-
leges and universities in Rhode 
Island will be given an oppor-
tunity to spend a week in Wash-
ington as interns in Senator 
Pell's or Congressman Tiernan's 
office. 
Rhode Island College has been 
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concrete wall over fluted con-
crete block. The interior walls 
· are paneled in African mahogany 
and tapestries are interspered 
with paintings on the walls. 
Although the building is offi-
cially the Faculty Center, it will 
also be used by visitors to the 
campus. Students also will be ol-
lowed to use the facilities for 
campus activities and other ap-
proved affairs. 
It is hoped that the new build-
ing will be well-appreciated and 




by Maureen Harwood 
A group of sponsors to work 
with and help the freshmen in 
their adjustment to college life 
has been formed. The members 
of this association are upper-
classmen and include most of the 
sponsors from the summer En-
counter program. Each gathering 
consists of approximately 30 
members and their own individ-
ual leader. Informal meetings are 
held as often as each group de-
sires. 
Discussion of contemporary 
issues, such as the new curri-
culum, drugs, and student apathy 
are being planned. Some of these 
meetings may be just rap ses-
sions. But it presents an excel-
lent opportunity to meet other 
students. Several groups are 
planning to go bowling, skiing 
and to other events as a group. 
It is felt that better understand-
ing and communication between 
students will result. Involvement 
in college life at R.I.C. will thus 
be encouraged. Christmas parties 
for youngsters and Christmas 
caroling are planned in the near 
future. 
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''A Tu-rn For The. 
by Phil Croome 
"My life has taken a musical 
turn for the verse," said Mr. 
Paul Warren \Viggin on the 8th, 
of December at one o'clock He 
was referring to his life in com-
parison with that of Peter Corn-
elius, Mr. Cornelius used to write 
poetry and then put it into song 
after it was completed; whereas 
Mr. Wiggin was a singer and la-
ter wrote the poems to fit his 
music, 
He started his recital with 
Shubert's, "Ave Maria" which 
he performed excellently with 
great control and perfect pos-
ture. 
Upon completion of this ·piece 
which received a very warm 
round of applause, he went on to 
six pieces by Cornelius which 
told of the Christmas story, His 
vivaciousness was transmitted 
to the audience who were as si-
lent as marble statues, yet ea-
gerly listening, 
There was a brief intermission 
in which Mr. Wiggin rested by 
reading to the audience some of 
his aleatoric songs, For those of 
you who are not familiar with 
the word, it means a chance hap-
pening as to profit or loss. In 
these songs (most of which were 
read, not sung) he made refer-
ence to the happy, embarrassing, 
sad and lonely times of his mem-
ories, By the way, he called these 
'Chants by Clnance.' One I en-
joyed was very discriptive of 
many peoples feelings concern-
ing Darwin: 
Paul Wiggin, Urban Ed. Center 
When he was a member of 
RIC Faculty. 
Boys are monkeys, that's plain 
, to seize, 
Who learn to swing from big-
ger trees. 
In talking with Mr. Wiggin, 
who is an ex-faculty member, he 
stated that if a person can say 
BOO or AHH, then he or she is 
well on the way to becoming a 
singer and if they continue with 
their effort, they'll probably put 
you in the choir. He was very 
thankful to all those people who 
helped him through his second 
degree and that this concert was 
a gift of thanks for the love and 
time given to him by the mem-
bers of the R.I.C. faculty who 
made his stay here a rich mem-
ory. 
Dance Workshop Review· 
by Susan Zeitlin 
The Choreographers Workshop 
held last Wednesday was a thing 
anyone interested in dance 
should not have missed. Demon-
strating levels of design and 
technique, the program ran the 
gamut between the debginners 
from the dance classes to per-
formances by Dance Company 
members. Dr. Melcer's com-
ments: "Through this workshop, 
· members of the classes have the 
advantage of seeing one an-
other's work. It also serves to 
"season" the new members of the 
Company, and given choreo-
graphers that authentic feed-
back- audience reaction. Fin-
ally to our guests it demon-
strates stages in the development 
of a dance." 
The firs t •entry, entitled 
"Round" was performed by Clau-
dia Crowley, Patricia Illuzzi, and 
Carol Preziosi. Using the audi-
ence to ding "Row, Row Your 
Boat," the. trio adapted to the 
three part singing with over-
lapping motifs. The performance 
as a study of a technique was 
successful and interesting. "Stu-
dies in Design" involving two 
pairs, Sue Quinn and Victoria 
Wolf and Pat Crimmins and Ro-
berta Robinson 1 shOwed some bo-
dy combination that dance ideas 
are born from. 
studies illustrated the king of 
building upon a simple movement 
that a choreographed dance of-
ten relies on. Patti Post, a Com-
pany mem,ber, could have held 
the audience's attention longer is 
she had made her variations 
more varied. As the study was 
performed, all the differences 
were too subtle to catch. Jefrey 
Thornton produced a more suc-
cessful series Portraying a grief 
so delicate and consuming, she 
had aptly chosen "Greensleeves" 
as her music. The "Dramatic 
Theme" performed by Jennifer 
Cooke, Susan Zeitlin and Dan 
Connery, began in class as a stu-
dy in design of two bodies. The 
movements involved led to a de-
velopment of a definHe love tri-
angle and rejection theme which 
needed a third person. As the 
theme provided motivation for 
the movements the piece also 
strove for the dancers to relate 
to each other and project their 
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Verse'' 
He then finished with a collec-
tion of Biblical songs by Dvorak. 
As was mentioned to the audi-
ence, these songs were written 
during a time of great despair 
on the part of Dvorak who had 
just lost his father and three of 
his fellow musicians. 
Mr. Wiggin is an Instructor-
Academic Advisor at the Urban 
Educational Center a Providence 
Inner-City "Free Peoples Univer-
sity." He is teaching public 
speaking as an art form, reading, 
creative writing, speaking and 
tening, and guitar and folk sing-
ing. He has studied at Oberlin, 
Boston University, Tufts (B.A.) 
with graduate work at Andover 
Longy School of Music, Emerson 
College (M.A.) and the New 
England Conservatory of Music. 
He is the 1965 winner of the Na-
tional Federation of Music Club's 
Anne G a n n e t t Scholarship 
Award which made possible two 
years of voice study at N,E.C.M. 
with Woi~e Dept, Chmn., Freder-
ick Jagel, former Met. Opera 
tenor. 
A "Simple and 
Radical" System 
by Susan Flatley 
Professor Kenneth Koch was 
a recent visitor to R.I.C. He is 
a poet from Columbia U. and 
the author of Wishes, Lies and 
Dreams. In an informal discus-
sion last Thursday, he explain-
ed his method of encouraging 
children to write poetry. 
Describing h i s system as 
"simple and radical," he outlin-
ed a basic guide for teachers who 
want to make young children 
happy to write poems. Teachers 
should accept a tolerable amount 
of confusion. "When bees are ex-
cited, they buzz; when children 
are excited, they make noise," 
Prof. Koch also feels that if· a 
teacher stresses correct ·gram-
mar and spelling he cannot ex-
pect the "sensuous fresh immedi-
ate honest'' poetry of children. 
This poetry is untarnisned by 
that "holy reverential misunder-
standing' 'about poetry feit by 
most adults. Children's poetry 
need not be structured or pro-
found. But it should be a simple 
process by which children reveal 
their "secret selves." 
The results are really beauti-
ful. My favorite is this one writ-
ten by a first-grader: 
I hear my mother cooking 
beans ' 
They go - Ka-Pluck, Ka-
Pluck, Ka-Pluck. 
The "Short Study'' performed 
by Jennifer Cooke and Ed Elder-
kin came across as a piece in the 
unfinished stage. The movement 
sacrificed continuity for scramb-
ling in order to keep up with the 
music. The same study perform-
ed without music would have let 
the dancers relax enough to let 
the body designs of the piece_ 
show through. 
Tow "Theme and Variations" 
Patti Post, Elaine Nowak, Bill Finlay, Linda Bickelman, Paul 
Dixon, Choreographers Workshop. 
Review 
Hansel and Gretel 
Marilyn LaCivita (Hansel), Emily Carr (Gretel) 
Dr. Albert C. Salzberg 
Engelbert Hurriperdinck's Han-
sel und Gretel (1893) has -the 
distinction of being the first op-
era to be broadcast live from the 
stage of the Metropolitan Opera 
House on December 25, 1931. A 
dubious chonce for a radio 
opera, this fairy-tale work must 
be seen to be appreciated. In the 
opinion of this reviewer and of 
the near capacity audience on 
Sunday after11oon, the RIC pro-
duction sponsored jointly by the 
Music and the Speech-Theatre 
Departments and assisted by the 
Rhode Island State Ballet amply 
fulfilled the visual as well as 
aural requirements· of the opera. 
This reviewer was relieved to 
see that the director had chosen 
not to abandon the proscenium 
approach in favor of a more 
"twentieth century" staging. The 
tale of the hungry children who 
wander into an enchanted forest 
and manage to outwit the wic-
ked witch in her attempts to 
turn them into high-caloric del-
icacies was set in a semi-realistic 
wood. The pasteboard trees shel-
tered, at different times, a cut-
away of the poor broom-maker's 
shack, the gingerbread house 
complete with lollipops, and a 
remarkable glowing and smoking 
oven that exploded with great ef-
fect and some air pollution in the 
final act. The costumes appeared 
to be those of traditional Euro-
pean peasantry, ,except for the 
Sandman who was attired in a 
medieval religious robe. Light-
ing was efective most of the time 
save for the reflections on the 
walls of the theatre iff the first 
act which, while they suggested 
the forest shadows, may have 
distracted some of the audience. 
The dream ballet, visible in blue 
ethereal haze through a scrim, 
was moderately effective. It soon 
became apparent that the danc-
ers' costumes were bulky enough 
to shroud their grace and the set 
was illuminated so brightly that 
the wrinkled backdrop became 
visible. 
Kate Young, as the witch, 
drew the most applause. H~re 
was a somewhat unconventional 
portrayal, comic and scatter-
brained rather than frightening 
and sinister, and her vocal em-
bellishments were entirely her 
own. ~One cannot praise the per-
formance of Marilyn LaCivita 
as Hansel and Emily Carr as 
Gretel too highly. Their difficult 
roles call for them to dance, fro-
lic, skip, run, flop and clown 
while hopefully maintaining the 
breath control necessary for 
their demanding vocal parts. 
They executed all aspects of 
their roles with professionalism; 
the_y were vivacious, childlike, 
and musical. This reviewer un-
fortunately did not have the op-
portunity of seeing Denise Mc-
Mahon and Diane Mercure in 
these parts on Thursday and Sat-
urday nights. All the singers are 
to be complimented for their 
clear English diction. John D'Er-
ricco as the fater, the only male 
in the cast, tired toward the end 
of his first act stint, but for the 
most part h~ projected his bari-
tone effectively. Jeanne Duffy, 
as the mother, showed a vocal 
tightness usually characteristic 
of British singers. 
Opera is, by definition, a dra-
matic performance wholly or 
mostly sung to an orchestral ac-
companiment. It was pleasant, 
therefore, to have the able piano 
playing of Kimball Darling sup-
plemented by an orchestral re-
-cording of the overture and the 
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Hoover Badmouths Dr. King 
Early last week we the people who inhabit this fair 
country had the privilege of hearing the top law enforce-
ment official in the country utter the Following words, 
as he spoke of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, "He's 
the last men in the world I'd give the Nobel Peace 
Prize to.'' 
We can understand that this is or could mean one 
man's personal opinion of another. What we cannot un-
derstand is the fact that it had to be said so long after 
the man is in his grave. Nor can ,;,ve understand J. Edgar 
Hoover's rationale in stating his reasons for holding Dr. 
King in "the highest contempt." His reasons were be-
cause of "his actions and what he stood for." Also there 
is no need to call a man a liar when the man cannot de-
fend himself. 
We call for, a censuring of J. Edgar Hoover for his 
unnecessary condemnation of the man ,,vho represented 
to so many people the essence of the civil rights move-
ment. 
We, the Anchor, are forwarding letters to our con-
gressional delegation_ calling for that censuring. If you 
agree with us write to the delegation as well. 
Foreign Language Student' 
Committee Replies 
To the Editor: 
I would lik eto rewrite the ar-
ticle about the student advisory 
committee in the modern lang-
uage department that appeared 
in the December 9~ 1970 issue of 
The Anchor, as it was false in 
many aspects. 
The modern language depart-
ment student advisory committee 
consists of five students: the 
president, Louis Moniz; the sec-
retary, Judy Berrong; and the 
other members, Connie Calcagni, 
Emily Marotti, and Els Miller, 
This committee represents the 
students an dserves as an advisor 
to Dr. Coons, the chairman of 
the department. This is the same 
way in which the faculty advi-
sory committee represents the 
faculty and advises the chair-
man, Both faculty and student 
advisory committees are present 
at modern staff meetings, Each 
faculty member has one vote and 
the student advisory committee 
together, has one vote on all mat 
ters brought up during the meet-
in gand full debating privileges. 
Judy Berrong, of the student 
advisory committee proposed a 
language course called "Applied 
Grammar 320" which ·was unani-
mously by the faculty and is 
waiting to be approved by the 
curriculum committee. The com-
mittee also wishes to announce 
that there is one Spanish type• 
writer and one French typewrit-
e ravailable for student use upon 
request. The student can obtain 
a typewriter to use from Mrs. 
McGowan, the language secre-
tary. When the new wing in 
CraigLee is opened, the commit-
tee plans to requisition a room 
in which these typewriters will 
be available for student use. 
The committee is working with 
Dr: Coons and the faculty in the 
interest of the students and its 
hope is to deal with students' 
complaints and help realize stu-
dent ideas for the language de-
partment. The student advisory 
committee has affiliated itself 
with the Tri-lingual Society and 
meets every other Tuesday in 
_Craig-Lee 104. The next meeting 
will be held December 15. The 
decisions of the student advisory 
committee affect all language 
students, so please advise us. We · 
are the liason between adminis-
tartion and student. Please take 
advantage of us, and most im-
portant of all, come to our meet-
ings and be aware of what is 
happening in the language de-
partment. 
Respectfully yours, 
Judy Kay Berrong 
PHIL CROOME 
FOR SENATE TREASURER 
Paid Political Advertisement 
Viewpoint: 
What We Need Is Experience 
I first must state that this is 
a viewpoint and not an editorial. 
I make no claim to be sp_eaking 
for anyone but myself. 
I am supporting Eli Perlman 
for the presidency of Student 
Senate. My reasons may not be 
glowing and they may not con-
vince you; but such is life. 
I will grant that ,Eli's admin-
instration was called by some 
Perlman's circus, but none of it 
was as bad as some of those 
meetings I attended this year. I 
feel that Mr. Perlman served us 
well in his tenure in office and 
I have no reason to believe he 
will not do so in the future. 
Eli has been asked to run for 
the Presidency by a group of 
students. Members of the student 
body, the body of RIC. Eli is also 
Letters to the Editor 
Senate Candidate Withdraws 
Eo. NOTE: Anchor received a copy 
of the following letter of withdrawal 
stating the reasons for withdrawal. 
Apologies to Mr. Feeney for the 
slight censorship but in light of the 
conservative and somewhat back-
ward attitudes of the j1eople of 
Rhode Island the deletion of the two 
letters in Paragraph No. 3 was 
deemed necessary. 
TO: The Honorable and Illustri-
ous Student Senator from the 
class of 1971 of Rhode Island Col-
lege, Robert Colasanto, Acting 
Chairman of the Distinguished 
Elections Committee of the Most 
High and Revered Student Sen-
ate of Rhode Island College 
(formerly Rhode Island College 
of Education, also formerly 
Rhode Island Normal School, al-
so known as R.I.C. or RIC, pro-
nounced "Rick" by the inhabi-
tants thereof). 
Student Mail, "C" Branch, via 
Most Efficient Information Desk 
of the Widely Used Student 
Union Building of Rhode Island 
College, owned and operated by 
The Most Loved and Respected 
One, Pennell, The Bald. 
Dear Honorable Senator and Act-
ing Chairman of ,Elect. Com.: 
It is my most fervent wish and 
desire to inform you in writing 
or. typing, dear sir, as Acting 
Chairman o fthe Student Senate 
Elections Committee, that I here-
by request and demand that my 
name be withdrawn from the bal-
lot of the elections for Senator-
at-Large to be held on December 
15 and 16 in the year of Our Lord 
A.D. 1970, on the following 
grounds: 
1. I immodestly believe that 
there is actualy a chance that I 
might be eected to the position 
of Senator-at-Large, and if this 
were to occur, I believe that I 
might have a fatal attack of 
laughter. 
2. There are other people run-
ning for the office who I feel 
would be better equipped to do 
the job, meaning that they could 
put up with all the Senate's bull-
shit without becoming overly vi-
olent. 
3. I have thought over my rea-
sons for running for office and 
have come to the conclusion that 
I would definitely be able to ac-
complish my goals much more 
successfully, with more benefit 
for the RIC student body and 
more personal satisfaction to my-
self without being a member of 
any organization as f----dup as 
the RIC Student Senate. 
4. My feelings towards Senate 
as a group, as currently manned, 
and as an institution, can best 
be expressed by an up-raised 
middle finger of either hand, 
These feelings do not apply to 
all members presently on Senate, 
only to the majority of them. 
Therefore, I wis hto formally in-
struct you, as acting chairman 
of the elections committee to 
immediately TAKE Ml; NAME 
OFF THE GODDAMN BALLOT. 
* * * 
Gentlemen: 
Thank you for considering my 
application to have my name 
placed on the ballot for the posi-
tion of President of the Student 
Senate. Unfortunately, I must 
now withdraw, from the race. 
Since first considering becom-
ing a candidate, i have learned 
that I greatly underestimated 
the amount of work which needs 
to be done before Senate can 
even function effectively and ef-
ficiently. This is my "second 
chance" at an education and I 
am now a student J'irst and in-
volved member of the college 
community second. This combin-
ed with the fact that I have re-
cently become engaged to be 
married in June of '71 indicate 
to me that I will not have enough 
time to properly carry out the 
duties of President of the Senate 
should I be elected. The Senate 
has already suffered greatly 
from members who could not 
spare the necessary time to do 
things well; .and I would rather 
not be a party to this tragic 
abuse of student government re-
sponsibility. 
I am sending a copy of this let-
ter to the Anchor so that I may 
inform those who have already 
come out to support me, of my 
Viewpoint: 
withdrawal. I also wis hto thank 
those who signed my application 
papers and offered their help 
with my candidacy. 
Sincerely, 
Susan J. Fowler 




We are always glad to have 
our suite recognized by the voice 
of R.I.C. We would like to report 
an instance of police harasment, 
however. After the fire alarm 
was shut off, a Campus Cop 
came into the suite and in at-
tempting to shut off the already 
shut off alarm, set it off again. 
The people who were sitting in 
the suite at the time thought it 
was quite humorous, and some 
started to laugh. The Campus 
Cop then whirled around and 
said to Omar C. Hazel: "Think 
that's funny, huh?", to which Mr. 
-Hazel replied to the affirmative. 
After shutting off the ala~m once 
again, the Camp~s Cop left the 
suite. He returned to the suite 
some five minutes later and pro-
eeeded to set off the alarm for 
a second time. He then turned 
on Mr. Hazel and demanded to 
see his College I.D. He then pro-
ceeded to scream at Mr. Hazel 
because he didn't produce the 
I.D. fast enough. Without even 
looking at the proffered I.D. he 
storme dout of the suite with 
nasty looks to everyone who was 
sitting in the suite. We think 
that this harassing of Mr. Hazel 
was totally uncalled for. The of-
ficer in question is William 
Quinn. We feel that Mr. Hazel 
deserves an apology for this har-
assment. · Are the police on thii;; 
campus really• pigs? 
Suite F Members 
Omar C. Hazel 
James M. Donohue 
Thomas V. Bucci 
Paul M. Toher 
James A. Silva 
Edward J. Wallace 
Christopher S. Power 
Robert M. Ferro 
Duane S. Lavoie 
involved for about another month 
in student teaching, therefore it 
becomes quite obvious that the 
supposed issues on campus might 
be a bit foreign to him. It is for 
this reason that Eli Perlman has 
promised to form an advisory 
council to the President first to 
bring hlm up so to be with what 
has been happening and later to 
help him better feel the temper 
of the college community as a 
whole. This council is to be com-
posed of student leaders outside 
senate, such as all people in 
editorial positions of the campus 
publications and the executives 
of the classes. 
You're As Qualified As He Is! 
Mr. Perlman is not afraid to 
say that he hasn't kept as close 
tabs on campus activities as last 
year while in office. · 
In speaking with him he feels 
that what we need is experience 
and I am incJjned to agree. Eli 
has experience and he can get 
the job done. He was drafter by 
a group of students because he 
has the experience and because 
he is being honest enough to ad-
mit' lie will need help. I can only 
urge you to do as I will, and 
vote for Eli Perbnan for 
President. Charly Totoro 
by Raymond Dempsey 
I hereby resign from the Elec-
tions Committee of the Student 
Organization Apparatus. As a 
member of the afore mentioned 
committee, I am asked not to 
take a stand on the candidates 
running for our Senate positions. 
I can no longer do this! 
Mr. Eli Perlman is, once again 
in THIS campaign, not running 
on issues. At R.I.C., people gen- _ 
erally don't get 'campaign prom-
ises,' bu the is making no effort 
at all. It's -a •model legislature 
set-up which is all very fine, but 
it doesn't give a tinkers' damn 
for our problems; individually or 
collectively. 
!spoke to Mr. Perlman yester-
day. I asked him about some of 
the issues at hand. 
"Issues? You mean it and I'll 
talk with you about it", was his 
reply. (Somehow I got the idea 
that specific issues weren't very 
high on his campaign priorities.) 
"How about athletics?" 
"I'm in favor of athletics." 
(His assumed naievety was not 
very amusing!) 
"So am I. Ho wabout the ath-
letic allocation?", I asked. 
"Oh, I see what you mean now. 
\Oh! Well! That! Well, I happen 
to be in favor of 'professionalism' 
in sports. I voted for the $47,600 
allocation when it was first 
brought up." (End of conversa-
tion). 
Could the influence of the 
State Administration , (Frankie, 
as Mr. Perlman calls him.) show 
up at R.I.C. in the form of the 
President of the Student Senate? 
I ask you, the body of R.I.C., to 
understand the urgency with 
which I ask you to vote for the 
'opponents' of Mr. Eli Perlman. 
His silence on issues is calcu-
lated! H eknows that he can get 
away with it here and I'm shock-
ed and disgusted! ! 
If you can not see your way 
to honestly vote for the oppon-
ents of Mr. Perlman, please 
write YOUR OWN NAME 
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Hoopsters Take Two Wrestlers In Action 
RIC vs Gorham State 
by Jack Milligan 
The Rhode Island College An-
chormen notched their fourth 
consecutive victory at Walsh 
Center on Thursday, December 
10, in a 119-92 romp over the 
Gorham State Huskies. 
The Huskies on the short end 
of a very noticeable height dis-
advantage seemed unwilling to 
drive on the basket into the for-
rest of the big men. 
Through some fine long range 
bombing by the Huskies, Alm-
quist and Donahue, Gorham 
stayed close and trailed by only 
three 19-16 with a little more 
than ten minutes remaining in 
the first half. 
At this point Coach Baird used 
the tactic which has worked so 
successfully in previous games 
and inserted "supersub" Les Jor-
dan and again he ignited the RIC 
attack. -
The Anchormen spurted ahead 
and with nine minutes remaining 
led 31-21. Then with 6:28 left 
the Anchormen exploded for ten 
straight points and upped their 
advantage to 44-27. By halftime 
RIC had taken complete com-
mand and was on top 57-38 when 
the halftime buzzer sounded. 
The second half began as the 
first half had ended with RIC 
totally dominating the action. 
After the first five minutes of 
play Coach Baird began substi-
tuting freely and before the 
game ended the RIC fans had an 
opportunity to see all of the An-
chormen in action. 
Ray Huelbig, playing another 
fine game for the Anchormen, 
put them at the century mark 
100-66 on two free throws with 
7:05 to go. 
RIC vs Boston State 
by Jack Milligan 
Saturday night Rhode Island 
.College extended its unbeaten 
string to five, subduing a strong 
Boston State 100-87 on their 
home court in Boston. 
RIC had trouble getting un-
tracked in the first half and 
it was a seesaw battle all the 
way. After eight lead changes 
and seven ties the Anchormen 
were down by one: 41-40 at half-
time. 
At the start of the second 
half RIC jumped out quickly on 
three consecutive baskets by 
Rick Wilson, Jerry Suggs and 
Ray Huelbig and led 46-41. 
Boston State rebounded ·im-
mediately and tied the score at 
52 all. RIC then reeled off eight 
straight on two field goals by 
Wilson and one each by Huelbig 
and Les Jordan, for a 60-52 lead. 
Strong rebounding by Jerry 
Suggs, who finished the game 
with 16, and a tremendously ac-
curate shooting game by the An-
chormen kept them in front for 
the remainder of the game. 
Rick Wilson hit his high for 
the season thus far with a big 
37 points, shooting 80 per cent 
from the field. Ray Huelbig 
again played fine ball, both of-
fensively and defensively and 
was RIC's number two scorer 
with 25 points. 
In their first outing the RIC 
freshmen team made a fine 
showing, sinking the Boston 
State freshmen 74-67. Snead and 
Graham shared the scoring hon-
ors collecting 22 and 19 points 
respectively for the freshmen. 
RIC Scoring Average 
Gan1es Points P.P.G. 
Wilson 5 129 25.8 
Huelbig 5 101 20.2 
J. Suggs 5 23 4.6 
Augestein 5 52 10.4 
D. Suggs 5 65 13.0 
Jordan 5 67 13.4 
Jacobson 4 8 2.0 
Porter 3 6 2.0 
Tornatore 3 3 1.0 
Meehan 3 0 0.0 
Ahearn 2 2 1.0 
Meeks 2 6 3.0 
Rice 2 3 1.5 
Team Total Per Game 
Offense 467 93.4 
Defense 360 72.0 
Photo by Eric Robinson 
RIC vs 
Wesleyan College 
(Dec. 2nd) (lost 39-5) 
Burt Crenca (118), (RIC) won 
by fall over Holmes, 2 :49 (2nd). 
Bob Vellucci (126) (RIC) lost 
by fall to White, 1 :26 (1) 
Steve Mottola (134) (RIC) lost . 
dee. to Hurd, 5-2 
Joe Capone (142) (RIC) lost 
dee. to Leone, 17-5 
Jim Patalano (150) (RIC) lost 
by fall to Kanaley, 1:12 (1) 
(Capt.) B. Pacheco (158) 
(RIC) lost by fall to Arcaro 
0:52 (3) 
(167) (RIC) lost by forfeit to 
Gavin LBFf. 
Paul Vierling (177) (RIC) lost 
by fall to Littell, 2 :27 (3) 
Frank Lynch (190) (RIC) lost 
dee. to Carsten, 7-2 
Howie Weiner (Unltd) (RIC) 
lost bay mall to Hymes, 1:05 (1) 
Burt Crenca did a fine job, 
immediately taking his opponent 
down with a single leg tackle 
and working up a 10-0 lead be-
fore his second period pin. 
Four men wrestled their first 
matches, three as freshmen and 
one (Howie Weiner) as a soph-
omore - his first match ever! 
All showed glimpses of great 
form which will increase with 
experience. Captain Bob Pache-
co, wrestling up a weight class 
to prevent a forefeit, had been 
leading his match until he suc-
cumbed in the third period to 
his stronger and heavier oppo-
nent. 
Bonavena's Strong 
Showing In N. Y. 
by Harry RoU 
A surprisingly powerful and 
termined Oscar Bonavena 
really took the fight to unde-
feated Muhammad Ali Monday 
night (12/7) in Madison Square 
Garden, as he gave the heavily-
favored Ali the toughest fight of 
his career. After Ali had domin-
ated the early rounds by taking 
advantage of his greater reach 
and superior agility, the 8th 
round found Bonavena scoring 
heavily with continuous, ham-
mering punches to the body and 
head. Ali's earlier prediction that 
"In nine he'll be mine" back-
fired, as instead it was the de-
throned champ who was the 
weaker of the two fighters, tir-
ing and unable to get himself 
untracked. 
Finally, in the 15th and final 
round, a weary an ddesperate Ali 
suddenly landed a solid left to 
the jaw, which floored the stun-
ned Bonavena. Seconds later, he 
again made contact, this time 
with a left-right combinati.on, 
knocking down Oscar for a sec-
ond time. Another vicious com-
bination was landed the very 
next moment, thus decking Bo-
avena for the third and final 
time under 1the three knock-j 
down-knockout rule. 
Although this writer expected 
more from Bonavena than the 
pre-fight predictions indicated, I 
was nevertheless impressed with 
the stamina displayed by Bona-
.RIC vs Plymouth State 
And Lowell Tech 
Rhode Island College was the 
host of the Plymouth State and 
Lowell Tech wrestling teams last 
Saturday. Rhode Island and 
Plymouth wrestled at 12:00 
noon, Lowell and Plymouth wres-
tled at 2:00 p.m. and Lowell and 
· Rhode Island faced off at 4:00 
p.m. 
Rhode Island outscored Plym-
outh 26-20, making the teams' 
overall record 2-1. Outstanding 
performers for RIC were Ken 
Bolten, who pinned his man 
while wrestling his first· college 
match, Bert Crenca, Joey Ca-
pone,· Jimmy Patalano, Bobby 
Pacheco, and Frank Lynch. 
Individual Scores: 
118 lb. class, Ken Bolten (RIC) 
pinned Nutter, 2:46 
126 lb. class, Bert Crenca 
(RIC) dee. Robtoy, 6-5 
134 lb. _class, Sheehan (Plym-
outh) pinned Bob Vellucci, 7:51 
142 lb. class, Joe Capone (RIC) 
dee. Vanier, 11-4. 
150 lb. class, Bob Pacheco 
(RIC) pinned Beaulier, 2:44 
167 lb. class, Center (Plym-
outh) won by forfeit 
177 lb. class, Tirone (Plym-
outh) pinned Vierling, 7:13 
191 lb. class, Frank Lynch 
(RIC) pinned Bouchard, 3:04 
Hywt. class, Boos (Plymouth) 
pinned Weiner, 1:57 
vena, as he appeared to get 
stronger as the fight progressed. 
However, in support of an earlier 
article concerning Ali (writt
1
en 
by this reporter), it took a box-
er of the caliber of Muhammad 
Ali to score a TKO against the 
burly Argentinian, marking the 
first time he has ever been 
knocked out. 
Just to add a little color to an 
already remarkable evening, Joe 
Frazier, Ali's next opponent in a 
fight that very possibly could 
gross one million dollars for both 
fighters, was quoted as saying 
that Ali fought a "dirty fight," 
and continued by promising that 
Ali would make the same costly 
errors in their bout. In contrast, 
Bonavena, who now holds the 
distinction of being beaten by 
both men, picked Ali to de-
feat Frazier, primarily on the 
strength of his quick punches 
and great speed. And of course, 
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RIC W res tiers 
Win 2, Lose I 
Wednesday, December 9, RIC 
wrestlers won their first match 
of the season by a scor:e of 23-
21 over Emerson College. Bert 
Crenca continued his pinning 
ways in the 118 lb. class by pin-
ning his opponent in 1: 16 of the 
third period. Bobby Vellucci at 
the 126 lb class and Jimmy Pata-
lano at the 158 lb. class also 
pinned their opponents, while Joe 
Capone won on a decision in the 
142 lb. class. 
Individual Scores: 
118 lb. class, Bert Crenca 
(RIC) pinned Roberts, 6 :15 
126 lb. class, Robert Vellucci 
(R_IC) pinned McIntosh, 5:20 
134 lb. class, Connor (Emer-
son) dee. Mottolla (RIC), 9-8 
142 lb. class, Joe Capone (RIC) 
dee. Hyman, 9-1 
150 lb. class, O'Callahan (Em-
erson) default Pacheco 
158 lb. class, Jim Patalano 
(RIC) pinned Quinn, 4:15 
167 lb. class, Jantusch (Emer-
son) won by forfeit 
177 lb. class, McGovern (Em-
erson) pinned Vierling, 7:13 
191 lb. class, Frank Lynch won 
by forfeit (RIC) 
Hwyt. class, Steinfeld (Emer-
son) dee. Weiner,_10-1 
RIC vs Lowell Tech 
"The RIC matmen were defeat-
ed by the Lowell Tech wrestlers 
by a respectable score of 28-14. 
Bobby Pacheco for the first time 
this season showed what ability 
he really has by humiliating his 
opponent by a score of 15-1. 
Frank Lynch also moved very 
well before pinning his opponent 
in the 2nd period. At the 177 lb. 
class Paul Vierling won his first 
match of the season by a close 
decision. He also moved with 
great agility and smoothness. 
Inclividual Scores: 
118 lb. class, Johnson (Lowell) 
pinned Bolten (RIC) , 3: 36 
126 lb. class, Samale (Lowell) 
pinned Bert Crenca (RIC), 3:00 
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Any students interested in 
participating in weekly track 
meets with Brown and P.C. 
please contact Mr. Richards-
Room 207 Walsh. 
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From T 1he Sports Desk 
SPORTS EDITOR'S NOTE 
This quick look at the P. C. 
Friars should have appeared in 
last weeks issue, but due to an 
oversight was left out. As Sports 
Editor of a college newspaper I 
think it is my duty to write 
about other college teams as well 
as our own. That is why this 
story appears and why others on 
other R. I. teams will be written 
from time to time. 
I hope that this will be one 
more way The Anchor sports 
coverage will improve. I am do-
ing all I can and I would like to 
hear from you about what you 
think. ' 
(Just to keep up to date, P.C. 
added another impressive win 
over Fairfield to make their rec-
ord 3-0.) 
by Sanford Tra,chtenberg 
One game against Brown does 
not make a season, but if it is 
any indication of what is to come 
than the P. C. Friars are back. 
Last Thursday I took time out 
to watch the Friars open up in 
Marvel Gym and what I saw was 
one of the best games P.C. has 
played in a long time. 
The Friars played a good all 
around game, doing what they 
had to when they had to. The 
Friars have a new look this year. 
They are a sophomore filled 
team that has a lot. The stand-
outs are Nehru King, Charlie 
Crawford, Fran Costello, and of 
course, Ernie DiGregorio. Bill 
Sullivan and Ed Cullinan round 
it out so six o fthe twelve man 
team are sophs. Veterans who 
have a big part are Jim Larran-
aga, Ray Johnson, Donny Lewis 
and Vic Collucci. 
The Friars completely demol-
ished Brown and there were cer-
tain points of play that stand 
out. First the Ball handling of 
Ernie Di. and his outside shoot-
ing. Ernie reminds one of Vinnie 
Ernst a past Friar who was a 
good floor general and ball hand-
ler. Second the rebounding of 
veteran Ray Johnson and Sopho-
more Fran Costello. Ray looked 
stronger and better than in pre-
vious seasons. Fran is not a Big 
"big-man" but he is the "big 
man" P. C. has been looking for 
for quite some time .. Jim Lar-
ranaga gave his usual steady per-
formance scoring 18. Donny Lew-
is ,played a great defensive game 
holding Brown's big guy Rusty 
Tyler to only 9 point!! Some-
thing could be said for every-
body as P. C. put it all together 
bu_t the two biggest assets that 
P.C. showed were the lack of 
turnover and the depth on the 
bench. Last year a major fault 
of Providence was too many 
turnovers. Against Brown, I 
counted no more than four or 
five. Also last year, the Friar 
Bench strength wa sweak. This 
year it won't be. When Crawford, 
Collucci, and King came in they 
took nothing away, from the 
overall team effort. Dave Gavitt 
ca nsubstitute and know he won't 
be hurting on offense and de-
fense. This can only help the 
team in the long run as it gives 
Gavitt the chance to rest his 
players and have fresh men in 
all the time. 
The two sophomores that were 
outstanding were Ernie Di Greg-
orio and Fran Costello. Much 
more has to be said about them 
and before their acreers are 
over, it will be. Ernie is a superb 
ball handler, a great floor gen-
eral and has a pretty outside 
shot. Against Brown he bombed 
in seven field goal sfor fourteen 
points. This young North Provi-
dence native is a big asset to any 
team. He admits he always has 
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T 1he Captain 
CAPTAIN RAY HUELBIG 
5-11 
Senior. 
155 lbs. Guard 
Weehawken, N. J. 
The· slender senior, after two 
record breaking years, had to sit 
out last season due to an NAIA 
eligibility regulation. Voted, 
along with Rickie Wilson, the 
outstanding _college player of R.I. 
by the Words Unlimited Organi-
zation in 1969, Ray is a scoring 
threat anywhere in the 25 ft. 
range. Although he played only 
three games last season, Ray 
ranks as the tenth all time scor-
er in the schools history. Coupled 
with Wilson, Rick and Ray form 
one of the top backcourt combin-
ations in the east. Ray combin-
ing uncanny dribbling ability, pin 
point passing, and tenacious de-
fense is viewed by many as the 
man who will move the Anchor-
men to Kansas City. Ray is a 
graduate of Weehawken, N. J. 
High School where he was an All 
N. J. selection. Ray also played 
shortstop for the baseball team 
at RIC. 
SEASON G FG FGA PCT FT FTA PCT RB PTS AVG 
1967-68 23 202 414 .494 97 135 .711 58 513 22.3 
1968-69 25 198 399 .496 96 140 .635 83 492 19.6 
1969-70 3 29 56 .518 8 15 .533 12 66 22.0 
Individual High Score 35 pts. vs. Maryland (1968) 
Inter·view with Coach Baird 
Part II 
by Jack Milligan 
Reporter: For the readers new 
to the Rhode Island College bas-
ketball scene, will you give us 
some information about your 
background and the background 
of your assistant coach. 
Coach Baird: I'm a graduate 
o fthe University of Rhode Is-
land and played ball there for 
four years. I did not play under 
Frank Keaney, as some people 
think I did, but I played for Jack 
Guy and a fellow by the name of 
Robert Havre. 
Upon graduation I went into 
the army as a first lieutenant 
under the ROTC program. While 
serving at Fort Dix, I had my 
first experience in coaching. We 
won the first Army Champion-
ship and then I took the Fort 
Dix team to the all-army champ-
ionship at Fort Benning,. Ga. 
After I left the army, I went 
to work. for Pratt Whitney Air-
craft in Hartford, Connecticut in 
the personnel department. I was 
contacted by my high school 
coach who was the head of a 
three man committee in charge 
of selecting a head coach for 
Rutgers University. He asked me 
to go to the University of Rhode 
Island for letters of reference. 
When I went to the University 
of Rhode Island, Jack •Guy, for 
whom I played my senior year, 
asked if I would be interested 
in the job of assistant basket-
ball coach at the University of 
Rhode Island. Naturally, I was 
interested in both positions and 
as it worked out the one at URI 
came through. I worked for eight 
years as the assistant varsity 
coach under Ernie Calverly, and 
as head freshman coach. Then 
late in 1965 Tom Sheehan, then 
coach at Rhode Island College, 
took a job in West Va. and the 
announcement of the opening 
was made in the papers. I con-
tacted Dr. Gaige and the way 
things worked out I was able to 
get the head coaching job here 
at Rhode Island College. In Feb-
ruary of 1967, the Athletic Di-
rector resigned and they offered 
me the dual position which I ac-
cepted and have been very happy 
with. Now we're starting my 
sixth year here at Rhode Island 
College. 
Two years ago the Athletic 
Committee authorized me to hire 
an assistant coach. One fellow 
that came to mind immediately 
because I knew he was still in 
the area and might be able to 
fit the additional coaching duties 
into his present occupation was 
Dennis McGovern. I was very 
familiar with Denny because I 
recruited Dennis for the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island. He was a 
very outstanding high school bas-
ketball player and then he play-
- . ---- . --------
Sports This Week 
Wrestling: 
Saturday, December 19 
Kutztown - URI - Baptist Bible 
at Kutztown (10:00) 
.Basketball: 
Thursday, December 17 
Bridgewater Home 
(8:00 TV channel 36) 
Saturday, December 19 
North Adams St Away (8:00) 
Freshman Basketball: 
Thursday, December 17 
Bridgewater Home (6:00) 
ed for Stevens Academy in Ho-
boken, New Jersey. I had watch-
ed him play high school ball. He 
had an outstanding career at 
U.R.I. making the all conference 
team several years and was elec-
ted captain in his senior year. 
Upon graduation, he was the 
third all time scorer: So Denny 
has a very fine background in 
basketball fundamentals and in 
actual participation and experi-
ence. I talked with Denny who 
at this time was the assistan"t di-
rector of student activities at 
Providence College and he did 
have the type of schedule that 
was flexible enough so that he 
could come over and work with 
us. Denny accepted the job and 
I have been very pleased with 
him. 
· We did not have a freshman 
team last year, but this year it 
seems that we have a lot of 
talen tin the freshman class. 
Denny is going to coach the 
freshman team as a separate 
unit an dalso work with me on 
the varsity. 
Reporter: Coach, would you 
tell us about your efforts to get 
better caliber and bigger name 
opponents on the Rhode Island 
College schedule. 
Coach Baird: Jack, your talk-
ing about the problems of all 
problems. This is something that 
you just don't do overnight. This 
is a program that you start, you 
labor at it for many years and 
if you're lucky, if the breaks 
come, you're able to do it. I say 
this because more experienced 
people than I have gone through 
the same thing that ·we're going 
through here at RIC at this time. 
Andy Laska, who was a very 
successful coach at Assumption 
College, wrote me a two page let-
ter" in reply to my annual letter 
that I send to Assumption Col-
lege trying to get them on our 
schedule. He explained to me 
that he understood what we were 
going through here at RIC and 
that Assumption h as been 
through tne same thing. He said, 
"Bill, we played the same kind 
o fschedule that you do at RIC 
when I first came to Assumption 
College. We now play a very fine 
university, college level schedule, 
however, I've been here twenty 
years." This just about sums it 
up. Vve've started a program, and 
I'm not naive enough to believe 
that you can have one good bas-
ketball team and be able to de-
mand that other good teams play 
you. I think you must establish 
a\ reputation, you must establish 
a program, you must have some 
type of flow so that you know 
your going to have fairly decent 
ball players year after year. 
!think Rhode Island College 
has moved along very well on 
this program. I think our image 
and our status in the last five 
years has really improved. I 
think many people on the higher 
eschelon of basketball, I'm talk-
ing about the AIC, Fairfield, 
Bridgeport ,Assumption, A m -
herst type of competition are 
looking to see if we are going to 
remain good. I think in time we 
are going to be able to break in-
to this type of competition. 
on·e door has opened that I'm 
very pleased with. Bell Detrich, 
the head coach at Central Con-
necticut College, has gone 
through this. As you may recall 
we used to play Central Connec-
ticut five, six, seven years ago, 
and then they became so strong 
they dropped us. They went into 
this type of competition that I'm 
talking about. They play a very 
COACH BAIRD Page 8 
T1he All American· 
RICKIE WILSON 
6-3 200 GUARD 
Junior Brom.::, N. Y. 
The National Association of 
Basketball Coaches of the United 
States in their 1969-70 selections 
fo rAll-American made Rickie 
:'Bo" Wilson the first player in 
the history of Rhode Island Col-
lege to receive this great dis-
tinction. He was also voted to the 
ECAC "All East" team 3 times 
in the last two seasons. In addi-
tion he was voted, along with 
Ray Huelbig, the outstanding 
college player of R. I. by the 
Words Unlimited ,Organization of 
R. I. in 1969. Rickie also created 
interest from several professional 
basketball organizations concern-
ed lith his potential. Wilson in 
only two years of competition 
can boast of eight scoring and 
shooting records. He is a sure bet 
to be the school's all time scorer 
at the end of this season and also 
hopes to repeat on the All Ameri-
can team. "Bo" was selected by 
the Olympic Committee for try-
outs for the University games 
this summer in Colorado, and is 
being considered for the Pan Am 
games next year, which is only 
one step from the Olympics. Ric-
kie graduated from Taft High 
School in N. Y. where he was 
named to the All New York City 
Team. 
SEASON G PG FGA PCT FT FTA PCT. RB PTS AVG 
1968-69 26 236 41!'5 .568 154 216 .713 206 626 24.~ 
1969-70 26 311. 553 .562 198 294 .673 211 820 31.5 
Individual High Score 54 pts. vs. North Adams State (1969) 
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Viewpoint 
Who Do You Know? 
by R. Patrick Sloan 
A short while ago, while I 
was president of senate, a situa-
tion was brought to my attention 
by the former Secretary -of sen-
ate. She, as $, found the situa-
tion interesting, not so much be-
cause it involved her directly, 
but more so because of the larg-
er implications. 
A letter sent to the Director of 
Financial Aid, Mr. Hurry, by a 
C. Langhorne Washburn, appar-
ently from the United States De-
partment of Health, Education 
and Welfare, and forwarded to 
Modern Language Staff by Dix 
S. Coons stated i.n the first par-
agraph, "This year the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and 
Welfare and the United States 
Travel Service are continuing use 
of part - or full-time college 
WORK STUDY as a means of 
improving the nation's multiling-
ual resources at our ports of en? 
try." (the cap_s are mine) 
The second paragraph makes 
clearer that th epeople to be 
employed in· the program are to 
be work study financial aid re-
cipients. While, according to Mr. 
Hurry, only eighty percent of the 
aid recipients must show finan-
cial need, all must be students to 
receive it. 
A letter dated November 4, 
1970 sent to a Mr. James E. Ma-
honey, Manager Aviation Eco-
nomics and Marketing, Logan In-
ternational Airport by Mr. Hurry 
contained the following: "May I 
also acquaint you with Miss Jan-
ine Tegu, whose father is a mem-
ber of the Rhode Island College 
faculty ... While Miss Tegu is 
currently in the process of ap-
plying to Rhode Island College, 
she remains uncertain as to 
where she will be studying next 
year." I use the ellipses simply 
to delete Miss Tegu's qualifica-
tions, age, and level of attrac-
tiveness no'ne of which is in ques-
tion here. 
The situation as I saw it was 
one of a person, who might be 
coming to RIC, being recom-
mended for a positio nto be fi-
nanced through work-study, but 
it gets worse. 
First, if you have ever applied 
for work-study, you are aware of 
the forms that must be fil1ecl out. 
Such forms, according to Mr. 
Hurry, had not been filled out 
by Miss Tegu. 
Second, I, by a call to the reg-
istrar's office, confirmed the fact 
that she is not a student at this 
college. 
Third, a call to the Admissions 
Office indicated that she had not 
applied this year nor last to 
Rhode Island College. I was how-
ever assured by Mr. Hurry that 
Mr. ;Tegu and Mr. John Foley 
were working on her admission. 
The only· data that the admis-
sions office had on Miss Tegu 
was her high school ·record. 
Now in regard to the high 
schooi record, Miss Tegu is eigh-
teen years of age according to 
the letter sent out by Mr. Hurry,· 
and she has also completed two 
years of "study" at the Univer-
sity of Madrid. In light of Miss 
Tegu's age, in light of the fact 
that she had no transcript on 
record at RIC from 1.he Univer-
sity of Madrid, in light of the 
fact that the phrase "Two years 
of study" is vague, I suggest that 
it is possible that there may be 
good reason for Mr. Tegu and 
Mr. Foley to be working on her 
admission to this College: that is, 
it is quite possible that she does 
not possess a recognized high 
school diploma. 
At this point I would like to 
say that in no way am I attempt-
ing to discredit Miss Tegu. She 
could very possibly be a verx in-
telligent young lady possessing 
all the qualities attributed to her 
by her father. You see, Mr. Hur-
ry based his letter of recommen-
dation solely upon what Mr. Tegu 
had told him. Further, if Mr. 
Foley is working with Mr. Tegu 
on the admission of Miss Tegu, 
he, Mr. Foley, is acting upon 
much less data than you or I 
had to present to the college in 
order to have our admissions 
worked upon. 
Let me add that I talked with 
Mr. Hurry, and I do not think 
that hi sintentions were bad. Ev-
erything is really all quite rea-
sonable. A faculty member comes 
in and says that his daughter is 
applying to RIC and that there 
is a work study program that 
she is interested in. He then asks 
that her name be made available 
to the appropriate people. No 
problem, no big thing. 
But what if YOUR Dad walked 
into the Financial Aid Office? 
Would you have been considered 
for a work-study position before 
you had filled out the forms? 
What if YOUR Dad walked 
into Admissions? Would your ad-
missions be worked on before 
you had submitted board scores 
etc.? 
The first sentence of the par-
agraph dealing with Miss Tegu 
in the letter sent to Mr. Mah9ney 
by Mr. Hurry indicated that Miss 
Tegu is the daughter of a faculty 
member. Mr. Hurry explained to 
me why he said that, and his in-
tentions may have been very 
good, but we do not have to ex-
trapolate much to see what it 
could mean to the recipient of 
the letter. 
What difference does it make 
what her father is? And if she 
might be better qualified in For-
eign language as a result of her 
father's being a professor of for-
eign language, then let test 
scores reflect that, but then, 
none were available. 
O.K. We live in a world of 
nepotism, a world of favoritism. 
I am more than willing to say 
that the case which I have cited 
is not an intentional one; that is, 
the intentions of Mr. Hurry, Mr. 
Foley and Mr. Tegu are honor-
able; that is, they are not what 
they could seem to be. We do, 
however, have an example of ne-
potism and favoritism via cir-
cumstance, if not intent. 
Look at the number of hus-
band-wife teams on this campus. 
Look at the son· of the friend of 
the mayor who gets the job as 
counsellor at the playground. It's 
all part of the current political 
ethic. However, it .is not and can-
not be considered to be justifi-
able in terms of "ought." 
If it is judged that there is 
nothing wrong in what has hap-
pened, then fine. I will expect to 
hear on the radi oannouncements 
of all job opportunities such as 
the one cited in this letter. I 
will expect the college to send 
out a letter to the residents of 
Rhode Island, for that matter the 
nation, announcing job opportun-
ities, so that all will have access 
to the same information that Mr. 
Tegu had. Further, admissions 
will be worked upon on the basis 
of a father's recommendation. 
In short, I do not think that 
the Admissions Office and the 
Financial Aid Office applied the 
same standards as they would 
have if you or I or our respective 
parents sauntered into either of 
those two offices. 
I've all but asked the question 
of to what degree strings are 
pulled for people who know the 
right people. I now pose that 
question?????? 
I think that the need for a 
change is clearly indicated. 
First, the son or daughter of 
a faculty or administrative mem-
ber must receive no more con-
sideration than any other per-
son. Were I a faculty member, I 
do not think I would want a 
child of mine attending the. same 
institution, and that is so for a 
number of reasons. Apparently 
there is no such sensible ethic 
in effect; therefore it should be 
a policy that the son, daughter, 
and/or wife of a faculty or ad-
ministrative member shall not be 
either employed by the college or 
enrolled at RIC or Henry Bar-
nard. 
Second, any application which 
bears in the name of the appli-
cant's mother or father a title 
(Dr., President of X Inc., etc.) 
shall automatically be rejected -
titles were done away with by a 
bunch of revolutionaries a long 
time ago. 
Third, the "who do you know" 
thing on applications shall be 
done away with. When I applied, 
and I do not know if it is still 
in effect, the application asked 
if anybody in my family had at-
tended RIC. 
Four, a list of all work-study 
jobs shall be distributed to the 
undergraduate student body an-
nually. 
Since I criticized, I offered 
suggestions. It may be that my 
suggestions will not improve the 
situation. The point, however, is 
tha tthings must be changed, 
that fairness must be establish-
ed. 
I am aware that there are al-
ways going to be exceptions. In 
fact, any policy must be flexible 
to be good. My interest is in see-
ing that exceptions are not made 
on the basis of who you know. 
The solution to the problem 
brought to light here is a com-
plicated one. We are in luck 
though, for there are people on 
this campus who get paid at ~ 
level considerably above susten-
ance whose job it is to solve such 
problems. 
I would ask that a represen-
tative of the college respond to 
this in next week's Anchor. You 
can be snooty, pompous, or con-
descendingly refined; I've asked 
fo rit, but do respond. 
The very way in which the 
above complaint came to my at-
tention ma yindicate another 
case of circumstantial favoritism. 
So, to begin at home,· if any 
student has any documentable 
complaint, although I hold no of-
ficial position on campus, I 
would be willing to assist such 
a person in bringing the com-
plaint to light. I can be contact-
ed through student mail. 
'For What It's Worth' 
by Phil Croome 
Few people realize that many 
Christian customs have their 
root not in Christianity, but in 
paganism. The fact that Christ-
mas is observed on December 
25th ( though generally so only 
since the 4th century) is reveal-
ing. Probably this is not the 
birthday of Christ at all which, 
according to some early Chris-
tians, fell on May 20th. Decem-
ber 25th was chosen by the 
Church to counteract the Saturn-
alia, the pagan festival celebrat-
ed with revelry at this season 
of the winter solstice in honor 
o fSaturn, god of vegetation and 
husbandry. 
Each of the beautiful customs 
of Christmas has its own back-
ground. It is interesting to learn 
their story and see how the gen-
ius of the human mind has been 
able, through the centuries, to 
give therri a different and sacred 
meaning. 
The Christmas tree is German 
'(what else?) and its adoption in 
English lands was due to the fact 
that Queen Victoria married a 
German Prince. In Germany, the 
tree can not be traced beyond 
the 17th century. Its origin, how-
ever, goes back into the far dis-
tant past - long before the birth 
of Christ. 
It is a fact that the Christmas 
tree stems (no pun intended) 
from primitive pagan customs. 
Its main features, green foliage 
and candles, were associated with 
the winter solstice when nature 
seemed dead, and green branches 
and trees were used in a magical 
rite to ensure the return of veg-
etation and the victory of light 
over darkness. 
Later, the tree was seen as a 
direct descendant of the world 
tree of Norse mythology whose 
branches and roots joined to-
gether heaven, earth and hell. 
The -tree became a symbol of en-
during and renewed life and the 
green of its leaves the emblem 
of immortality. Egyptians used 
palm branches with 12 shoots as 
a sacred expression of the com-
pletion of the year .and the tri-
umph of life over death. 
At the time of their Saturn-
alia, the Romans decorated their 
homes and temples with foliage 
on which they hung images of 
their gods! It was a season of 
good will toward all. Schools 
were closed. No battles could be 
fought. Punishment could not be 
inflicted on anyone and distinc-
tions of rank and class were put 
aside. It was the carnival of an-
tiquity when all joined in a mad 
pursuit of pleasure. 
The Jews celebrated, at this 
very season, the Feast of Lights 
and for eight consecutive days 
kindled flames on an eight-
branched candle stick in their 
homes. 
Christianity knew of all these 
traditions. The Fathers of the 
Church raelized the impossibility 
of abolishing them root and 
branch.' Thus they wisely retain-
ed the ancient institution of the 
green tree and the burning 
lights, but gave them complete-
ly new interpretations. In justi-
fication, they quoted the prophet 
Isaiah who had spoken of the 
"righteous branch" and the fore-
seen day when "the glory of Leb-
annon shall come unto you: the 
fir tree, the pine tree, and the 
box tree, to beautify the place 
of My sanctuary." 
How the first modern Christ-
mas tree came into being is told 
in numerous legends. A Scanda-
navian story tells of the violent 
deaths of two lovers and a con-
sequent occult occurrence. At the 
spot where the murder took 
place, a beautiful "service tree" 
grew out of the blood-soaked soil. 
On it, flaming lights miraculous-
ly appeared annually. These 
could be seen from far away and 
supposedly, nothing could put 
them out. 
Germans explain the introduc-
tion of the Christmas tree by an 
incident said to have taken place_ 
when Christianity was first 
brought to their country. When 
St. Boniface arrived from Eng-
land to convert the pagans, he 
was determined to root out all 
that was heathen. In the city of 
Geismar, he cut down a sacred 
oak. The felling, which took place 
on Christmas eve, angered many 
people and to pacify them, St. 
Boniface gave the city a fir tree 
as a symbol of the new faith he 
preached. 
Another German tale links the 
first Christmas tree to Martin 
Luther, the great Protestant re-
former. The story says that one 
Christmas eve, Luther was re-
turning home through the snow. 
He was deeply moved b'y the 
beauty of the sky with its thou-
sands of glittering stars. Later, 
he wanted to describe the spec-
tacle to his wife and children, 
but words seemed inadequate. 
Suddenly, he had an idea. He 
went into the garden and cut 
down a small fir tree. He put it 
in the nursery and lighted it with 
many candles so that it present-
ed a lovely picture of God's glory 
as it had been revealed to him 
in the heavens that cold winters 
night. 
Thus, at Christmas time, the 
trees lights illuminate every 
German home, and the evergreen 
of its branches symbolizes the 
deathlessness of the spirit. At the 
depth of the European winter, 
with its shortening days and 
darkness and cold, Christmas 
tells of the re-birth of warmth 
and light, of the recreation of na-
ture and the eternal spring of 
hope. The gifts that hang from 
the branches of the Christmas 
tree provide a personal joy to 
young and old. 
From Germany, the custom 
spread over the world, either 
through migrants ( who made 
their homes in the United 
States) or sailors and merchants. 
It took root in Britain very slow-
ly. Its earliest mention there 
among the British people them-
selves was amid Royalty. In 1821, 
at a childrens party at Queen 
Caroline's court, one of the mem-
bers of her house-hold introduced 
the tree to court circles. 
However, the British hesitat-
ed to adopt the "new German 
toy" as Charles Dickens describ-
ed it, until the year 1841. Then, 
the Prince Consort, to surprise 
the young Prince of Wales and 
in his naustalgic remembrance 
of his German home, had a 
Christmas tree put in Windsor 
Castle. This royal example was 
widely reported and thereby 
gained popularity for the tree in 
English lands. 
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Three Cheers For Ruth & Ray 
Ray and Ruth were introduc-
ed to the Drug & Behavior Class 
as members in good standing of 
the A.A. (Alcoholics Anony-
mous). 
Ray started by classifying 
himself as a "self-admitted alco-
holic." Then he went on to ex-
plain why he was there saying 
"alcohol in itself is one of the 
number one narcotics." He also 
went on declaring "5% of the 
male employed population have 
an alcohol problem" and they 
have it "five to seven years" be-
fore anyone notices. 
Alcoholism is considered by 
the Department of Health as this 
country's third largest health 
problem. "Alcoholism is clasl.li-
fied as a disease." Which is con-
sidered by the medical profession 
and others as incurable. "They 
don't have to tell me it's a kill-
ing disease. It doesn't matter 
matter how much you drink or 
what you drink." 
Ray went on stating that aside 
from popular opinion that 97% 
of the A.A. were "working 
drunks" and 3% were "Skid Row 
drunks," Ray also disavowed the 
usual statement that goes -
"I'm not bothering anyone else, 
I'm only hurting myself." "Each 
alcoholic affects 15 to 20 other 
people." 
Ray went on to give a short 
version of the A.A. history to 
stating its present membership 
at a half million. In his opinion, 
A.A. is "one drunk helping an-
other.'' 
Ruth also started by admitting 
Qualified 
Continued from Page 3) 
DOWN!! Mr. Perlman already 
has the 5 Oto 70 friends who 
could deliver R.I.C. to him. He 
needs a majority. If enough peo-
ple write down their own names, 
and I'm sure that you're just as 
capable, a majority will be con-
siderably m o r e difficult to 
achieve. I don't think he bas been 
responsible enough to get that 
kind of vote or backing. 
If nothing else, this move 
would result in another election 
which might provide a more vivid 
interest. 
At this time, maybe candidates 
would be responsible enough to 
our constituency, realizing that 
there JUST MIGHT BE a con-
stituency! 
(Note: false names will be de-
clared as invalid votes by the 
Elections Committee and are 
meaningless. Your name is valid, 
and would be significant.) 
Review 
Continued from Page 2) 
ballet music. Perhaps it will be 
possible in future productions to 
meet this requirement with live 
instrumentalists. 
The reaction of the audience 
was warm and responsive, espec-
ially that of the many children. 
My three year old burst into 
tears when it was time for inter-
mission, and some others shouted 
derogatory comments at the 
witch and applauded her demise 
with delight. It is to be hoped 
that the success of Hansel und 
Gretel will inspire more operatic 
ventures at RIC. 
(Dr. Salzberg is an Associate 
Professor of English at RIC). 
that she was an alcoholic and 
a member of A.A. 
Of herself, she said "99% of 
the time I was a good wife and 
mother and the other 1 % of the 
time I blew it." She also recount-
ed what she went through with 
her experiences with alcohol. 
From the drinks after the chil-
dren were in bed to "mother's 
night out with the girls" to the 
worker's "weekend." That's 
when you "drink Friday night, 
Saturday, get well Sunday"; lat-
er the drinking was extended un-
til late Sunday of which Ruth 
said, "When I worked I was a 
good worker, but they wer.m't 
sure when I was coming." 
Of various public opm10ns 
Ruth affirmed that they had to 
change mentioning some of the 
best known from "alcoholism is 
the guy down the street'' to "you 
can't tell one unless you can 
smell one." 
When asked for their reasons 
for joining AA Ruth said, "My 
motives were survival," and Ray 
said of himself, "I was a verbal 
type of drunk,'' and later, ''.I was 
an animal at the end of my 
drinking." 
To an alcoholic "it doesn't 
matter how much you drink or 
what you drink" it is still a di-
sease to some people and "they 
don't have to tell me it's a kill-
ing disease." "Many people think 
we're prohibitionists if you can 
drink, enjoy it." Nothing is 
wrong with drinking in modera-
tion." 
Of AA Ruth called it "Group 
therapy" with a "group of people 
who give me courage to try.'' 
Because of them Ruth can say, 
''I'm an alcoholic named Ruth, 
and I don't need a drink." Ruth 
ended by saying her family fi-
nally accepted the fact that she 
was in AA. "My kid says, my 
mother goes to AA like the kid 
next door says his goes to the 
PTA." 
T'his Week 
An hour of Christmas Read-
ings, including works by Dylan 
Thomas, Truman Capote, and e. 
e. cummings, will be given today 
and tomorrow at 2:00 P.M. in 
the Student Union Ballroom. The 
performance, an annual offering 
at this time by the Speech-
Theatre Department, is directed 
by Mrs. Elaine Perry. Readers 
will include the Rev. Vincent 
_Maynard, Mrs. Pamela Howell, 
and Norman Ranone. The Col-
lege community is invited to at-
tend what has become a most 
popular RIC Christmas tradi-
tion. 
"Elephant's Child" on Channel 36 
Rudyard Kipling's "The Ele-
phant's Child,' a recent produc-
tion of the students in the Ad-
Internship 
(Continued from Page 1) 
scheduled to send eight students 
to be with Senator Pell or Con-
gressman Tiernan the weeks ge-
ginning February 21 and May 11. 
This is an excellent opportunity 
to study Congress at first hand. 
The RIC Social Science De-
partment is responsible for 
selecting students from this cam-
pus for the program. It is look-
ing for juniors and seniors, with 
above average academic records, 
who have a special interest in the 
One ••• • • • Tree 
by Phil Croome and 
Eric Robinson 
Last Wednesday night, De-
cember 9, 1970, at 12:00 mid-
night, a hearty band of the RIC 
RAIDERS, numbering approxi-
mately 25, united together in 
Weber Lounge to prepare for the 
assault on the largest Christmas 
tree in the world! 
As they double checked their 
plans and their armament, ten!:]e 
female members were sorting 
bandages and boiling water in 
preparation for the less fortu-
nate members of the company. 
The time had come to make 
the assault and all was in readi-
ness. They filed out of the door 
of their stronghold and proceed-
ed down the pa th. The wind was 
bitter cold and whipped about 
them as they trudged onward. 
Forever onward it seemed. Over 
hill and valley; through the for-
est they went until they finally 
they arrived at the designated 
area. The tree was standing in 
the middle of a small clearing 
and it appeard to be asleep. The 
RIC RAIDERS surrounded it 
and at the sound of the bugle, 
they a11 attacked. They used the 
element of surprise to its every 
advantage. The tree awoke from 
its sleep and thrashed at its as-
sailants with its mighty branch-
es and knocked several over, but 
it was easy to see that the fight 
was already lost. 
Finally, with one monstrous 
crack and splinter, the enormous 
tree fell! There was a moment 
of silence thclt hushed the little 
clearing. Someone ·made a motion 
and the RAIDERS assembled 
around the tree, each grabbing 
hold to a branch and they began 
dragging it off, back home. 
If the journey seemed long 
before, it seemed thrice as long 
now, with the unbelievable 
weight of the tree. The wind 
blew even harder, causing their 
eyes to water and their mouths 
in T'heatre 
van c e d Oral Interpretation 
course, will apear as a special on 
Channel 36 this evening at 7 :30 
P.M. The show recently toured 
area grammar schools and hos-
pital wards, and will now make 
its public debut. 
"Of Birth and Being" on TV 10 
"Of Birth and Being", a drama 
of the Christmas season scripted 
by the Rev. Richard Peck, Col-
lege Chaplain, will receive two 
airings on Channel 10 next 
week. It may be seen on Decem-
ber 24 at 11 :30 P.M. and on 
Christmas Day at 2:00 P.M. In-
cluded in the cast of "Of Birth 
and Being" are Ken Lyon, Tomm 
Doyle, Elaine Nowak, Fred Sta~ 
cy, Norm Ranone, and Peter 
Moniz. 
operation of American govern-
ment and politics. 
Applicants should have some 
course work in the Sbcial Sci-
ences, perferably in Political 
Science and in American History. 
Participant's should be residents 
of Rhode Island. 
Interested students may obtain 
application forms and further in-
formation from Professor Pro-
fughi (Craig-Lee room 209). The 
Poli ti cal Science secretary will 
have some forms available, too. 
Completed applications must be 
returned to Professor Profughi 
by January 8, 1971. 
Largest Christmas Tree in captivity! 
to dray and just when all seem-
ed quite miserable, out of a 
hatchway in the ground arose a 
huge belch of smoke and flames. 
The RAIDERS trembled. Surely 
this was one of the gods of the 
underworld coming forth to 
wreak vengeance upon the tree 
killers! 
"What shall we do?" asked 
one member. 
"We'll squash him!" another 
replied. 
Quickly they set to work. It 
would be no time at all before 
the evil god would arise out of 
the hatchway. They all took a 
position and stood the moun-
tainous tree up on its end and 
just as the evil god poked his 
head out of the hatchway, they 
all lifted and smashed it down 
on him. Again and again they hit 
him, until they were sure that 
he wouldn't bother anyone again. 
Now they continued their trek 
and soon they were home with 
their prize. The girls who wait-
ed, cheered and sang, and with 
only a slight amount of effort, 
they brought the tree into the 
courtyard of Weber and as they 
were propping the tree up to put 
jt into the hole which was saved 
for it, they all shouted, "One ... 
Two ... Tree!" 
For those of you who don't 
believe this little story, go on 
over to Weber dorm and there, 
in the courtyard, you'll find the 
greatest Christmas tree in all 
the world. 
''Ramblings'' 
by Thom Proulx 
The following is a selection 
from the paper called the "Peo-
ple's America Daily News," 
whose purpose is to print "all the 
news that serves the anti-fascist 
revolution" or "all the news that 
fits we print.'' Sound familiar? 
Read on. 
Letter to the Editor 
Another Attack on People of 
this Nationality. The racist pigs 
have committed another wanton 
murder of the masses. A fifteen-
year old Black youth was shot 
down in cold blood on the night 
of Nov. 15th. 
They (the pigs) stopped the 
youth in a routine check of cars. 
Those racist, fascist, mad dogs 
carried on their routine acts 
against the brothers in their us-
ual maner of killing in co~d 
blood. 
Clarence J. Jackson was shot 
down. The mad dogs of oppres-
sion killed him without any rec-
ognition of who he was or where 
he came from. Far worse than 
that, they didn't tell him he was 
under arrest, or tell him his 
rights by their American laws. 
They just acted upon their law. 
In writing this article a deep 
problem is brought to the peo-
ple's attention: acts of aggres-
sion, mass murder and genocide 
on people of color. Instead of 
wearing a mask they usually 
wear a badge. 
Constitution status quotes that 
Black people are 1/ human. 
These fasciest pigs have got away 
to hide behind this current sys-
tem which doesn't allow Black 
people to be whole human be-
ings. 
The concept is that no Black 
man, woman, or child has jus-
tice in this White Imperialist 
Amerikkka! 
The fascist, racist, imperialist 
power structure has no respect 
for humanity and this is in the 
plot of genocide against Black 
people and they use poor oppros-
sed people in general. 
The unification of our people, 
the uniting of our people and the 
unity of our various nationalities, 
these are the basic guarantee of 
the sure triumph of our cause. 
When the super goons place ma-
terial value (such as cars, etc.) 
over the people's life it shows 
that the laws, government and 
even the system is corrupt. It is 
definitely time for Black and 
poor alike to Organize. 





(Continued from Page 2) 
individual motions to the audi-
ence. 
The "Children's Drama" of the 
Peach-seed Bo ybrought by far, 
the most reaction from the audi-
ence. As Montesauro, Paul Dixon 
wielded his axe vigorously with 
the battlecry of "I love my mo-
ther and I honor my father." Be-
set by a great blue, green and 
yellow monster, (actually in blue 
jeans), the Pe~ch-seed Boy was 
ably assisted by a dog, a mon-
key, a c:i;-oss and his two adoring 
parents. 
A "New Dance" choreographed 
by Peggy Lombardi and perform-
ed by Dance Company members 
was spotty. If her intent, as she 
stated in her remark before the 
performance, was to delicate the 
preciseness of the computer age 
and contrast that with the ro-
mance in life that persisted, the 
facial expressions at the begin-
ning should have been bland. For 
the dancers to enjoy the loss of 
identity that the computer age 
theme implied, the contrast the 
true enjoyment of romane got 
lost. 
A Martha Graham choreo-
graphed duet, performed by Lin-
da Bickleman and Bob Bour-
geois lacked only in familiarity 
with the stage. Bob was a little 
stiff and while the strength of 
movement came through to the 
audience, he could have seemed 
to be enjoying himself more. As 
far as Linda Biclemman is con-
cerned - this reviewer as a 
member of one of the dance 
classes was thoroughly acquaint-
ed with the Bickleman legend. 
Without wishing to embarrass 
her ,I must admit that in this 
piece as well as the 1st piece 
of the program, I was not a whit 
disappointed. Linda is a joy to 
watch. As soon as shes teps onto 
that stage, the ye immediately 
snaps to the figure radiating the 
magical "it." 
The next study was five pieces 
of a proposed Spring Concert se-
lection, based on Carl Orf's "Car-
mina Buarana." Part II a duet 
with Ed Elderkin and Janet 
Fredrickson, was the only part 
that did not seem to fit. The 
piece seems akward and not fit-
ting to the character of either 
dancer. Where dynamics were 
key factors, Ed was timid and 
weak ,and Janet was bored and 
heavy looking. In Part III sever-
al of the dancers also suffered 
from this facial blankness which 
mirrored insecurity and boredom 
to the audience. It would be a 
relief to shake or tickle them to 
try to get a reaction. Elaine No-
wak and Bill Finlay graceful1y 
and charmingly executed their 
lover's duet, working together 
and more important, relating to 
each other. 
The last dance, choreographed 
by Fannie Helen Melcer, was as 
she put it only 85% specifically 
choreographed, the rest being 
semi-improvised by the company 
mmebers. The strongest per-
formers Bill Finlay, Paul Dixon, 
Elaine Nowak and Linda Bickle-
man, carried the "And When I 
Die" theme to its intent - the 
kind of foot stomping revival 
faith. Paul Dixon's leaps down 
center stage where always just 
short of landing himself in Dr. 
Melcer's lap, but nevertheless 
were controlled. It was a nice 
easy dance to watch, indicating 
the skill of both performers and 
choreographer. 
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ii Beedor Speaks II Debate Team Competes At Iona College Tournament 
by Eric Zanley 
The Rhode Island College 
community will soon face the 
prospect of final exams for the 
first semester. In all likelyhood 
the Student Union will stay open 
until rnidnight during them. Why, · 
however, must this occur only 
during exam week? The coffee 
house is able to stay open until 
12, and their business is good. 
Several supermarkets in this 
are~ stay open, and obviously 
their business is good. The Un-
ion at URI is open until 12, and 
is successful. Why not RIC? 
Some people will insist that RIC 
is still a commuter school, that 
too many students live too far 
away, that the student body is 
not big enough to support such 
a move. Garbage! There are 
three dorms (presently) at RIC, 
the student body exceeds 3,500 
people, most of whom either rent 
apartment near school, or are 
within 20 minutes driving time. 
And most students have care 
available to them (witness park-
ing problems). So these cannot 
be the reasons for refusing to 
keep the Union Open. In fact, 
what are the reasons? Students 
will use the facilities if they are 
kept open. Can this be a case of 
the URI blues? It was when RIC 
was supposed to get a swimming 
pool. Our illustrious sister school 
was so embarrased that she 
screamed uritil the plans for our 
pool were drowned until she has 
the money to build one. After 
that, we can· have ours. Is only 
URI worthy of a midnight Un-
ion? Or can it be that some-
where in the maze that is called 
RIC's administration there is a 
roadblock. Is the administration 
afraid, that incidents will occur? 
Or that the Union will be the 
scene of eyelash riots? Or that 
student will refuse to leave at 
12? Or is it a case of extreme 
financial diffiuclty? It is highly 
unlikely. This school is far from 
bankrupt. The people most 
directly involved are for the idea. 
If there is a logical reason for 
not having the Union open, then 
I would like to have it made 
known. It would be printed in 
the Anchor. If there is no logical 
reason, then it is about time that 
someone got on the stick and did 
something about it. Either way, 
the students deserve to know. 
RIC, if it is to stop the image 
of commuter school, must first 
stop thinking like a commuter 
school. Because it is more com-
fortable to think like one is no 
justification. I hope that some 
response will be drawn from the 
administration on this matter. 
Let's remember that the stereo-
typed commuter always reads the 
paper to and from work. So even 
those who "think commuter" will 
know of the question. 
Lowell 
(Continued from Page 4) 
134 lb. class, Chaquette (Low-
ell) dee. Vellucci (RIC), 7-2 
142 lb. class, Joe Capone (RIC) 
dee. Rosenberg (Lowell), 15-1. 
158 lb. class, Bernard (Lowell) 
pinned Jim Patalano (RIC), 3 :02 
167 lb. class, Mccarter (Low-
ell) won by forfeit 
177 lb. class, Paul Vierling 
(RIC) dee. Pivero (Lowell), 9-6 
190 lb. class, Frank Lynch 
(RIC) pinned Kinsman (Low-
ell, 3:20 
Hwyt. class, Cann (Lowell) 
pinned Weiner (RIC), 2:42 
by Linda Jean Lafrenaye 
Four members of the Rhode 
Island College Debate Club spent 
the weekend of December 4 and 
5 in New Rochelle, N. Y., repre-
senting RIC at the Iona College 
Novice Invitational Foresenic 
Tournament. They were accom-
panied and coached by Professor 
Mark Goldman. 
The students who participated 
were: Affirmative, Donna DiSeg-
na and Kathy Bonde; Negative, 
Carole Poznansky and Gary Fer-
guson. Kathy and Donna were 
victorious over negative teams 
Coach Baird 
Continued from Page 5) 
fine University College schedule. 
Bill has consented and we are 
playing Central Connecticut on 
a regular schedule basis again 
this year. This to me is an indi-
cation that Bill has decided that 
we are strong enough to be in 
that league. 
I think we have to just keep 
knocking on the door, and this 
is exactly what we have been do-
ing. I write to these schools each 
year and each year they have 
full schedules and for one reason 
or another we haven't been able 
to break into it. But I'm not dis-
couraged because I know this is 
the way you have to do it. It is 
a time program, something you 
have to keep working at, · and 
I'm very optimistic but it's going 
to take time. 
Reporter: Coach, what do you 
and your assistant~ do in the line 
of scouting and recruitment dur-
ing the basketball season and al-
so during the season? 
Coach Baird: Well, this again, 
Jack, is a program type of thing. 
I think that Rhode Island Col-
lege is unique by the fact of be-
ing in the state of Rhode Island. 
Many people get discouraged 
with me when I say that the bas-
. ketball caliber in Rhode Island 
is no tas strong as some other 
states in the nearby area. New 
Y:ork and New Jersey have tra-
ditionally been rated as two of 
the strong hot beds of basket-
ball. 
Rhode Island College is for-
tunate in that we are able to 
get many of the better Rhode 
Island basketball players, and if 
we can couple them with one or 
two outstanding players from out 
of state we can play the type of 
schedule that we want to play. 
Because o fthe small size of 
Rhode Island it is quite easy to 
representing the University of 
Massachusetts, the College of In-
surance (located on Wall Street), 
and Rockland Community Col-
lege (Rockland, N. Y.). The four 
debaters also observed two 
rounds of British-style Parlia-
mentary Debate. The annual Col-
legiate topic: RESOLVED THAT 
THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT SHOULD ADOPT A 
COMPULSORY PROGRAM OF' 
WAGE AND PRICE CONTROL 
was discussed. Other teams at-
tending the tournament included 
the University of Vermont, West 
Sports Desk 
Contfnued from Page 5) 
been a P.C. fan and now he is 
the P.C. floor leader. 
The other soph who will be 
heard from is Fran Costello. At 
6'8" he is a big rugged ball play-
er. He was tough on defense and 
when he was under the boards 
he showed he could fight. In him 
and Johnson the Friars have a 
good rebounding combination. 
He also has a nice shot from the 
corner which will produce a lot 
more than the 6 points he had 
against Brown. 
So as we said one game (or 
two P. C. beat Stetson of Flor-
ida Saturday night) does not 
make a season. But if the Friars 
. can play as they did against 
Brown they will go far. It's about 
time to get back into the nation-
al rankings and this could be the 
year. 
keep track of the Rhode Island 
basketball scene. It's no prob-
lem at all to see the high school 
teams here in Providence in ac-
tion. So that this isn't a stumb-
ling block to us. W ekeep very 
good track of the Rhode Island 
talent. It's also easy because we 
have so many graduates of Rhode 
Island College that are teaching 
in the Rhode Island area. 
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Point, the United States Mer-
chant Marine Academy, and the 
University of Rhode Island. 
Plans are being made to send 
students to represent RIC at 
several off-campus tournaments 
next semester. Among those ten-
tatively scheduled arc the Brook-
lyn College Varsity and the Col-
lege of William and Mary Invi-
tational Novice and Varsity 
Tournaments, and the University 
of Maine at Gorham - New Eng-
land Forensic Association Con-
ference. 
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Rick Wilson was high man for 
RIC with 33 points hitting 72 per 
cent from the floor and a perfect 
13 of 13 from the free throw 
line. Ray Huelbig also hit for 72 
percent and had a total of 26 
points for· the game. 
Bonavena 
( Continued from Page 4;) 
the inimitable Ali, in agreeing 
wth the statements of Bonavena 
pointed 1o Frazier as his next 
and most important victim in his 
re-ascent to the top of the box-
ing world. 
